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About This Game

Have you ever faced forthcoming death?

Or have you ever imagine how it is to rush yourself just to get another minute of your life? Forge ahead, against all odds, not
knowing what’s waiting there for you and if you are strong enough to bear the suspens.

The end is getting closer. Will you manage to survive?

Startling originality, firing imagination, engaging and amazing chain of events. The simplicity of this pixel-art game entails
players to unite and cooperate in order to get higher and escape chasing them water. Gripping and full of humor. It will

definitely won’t let you sit and bore.

Water is flooding the world. Build your own way to climd higher and higher. Maybe there is a chance of survival after all. Give
yourself a try! Help those boars reach the highest level.

***

Squeakers is a multiplayer, cooperative game. It can provide fun up to four players. You can either decide to work altogether or
choose to compete with each other. No matter the way, the goal is to build the tower as fast as you can to escape rising water.

And oh! Don’t forget your cement mixer! It gives you bricks essential for your construction.
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To make the gameplay trickier, the higher you get the more diversified bricks will get. Some of them simplify your work,
another ones can ruin your well-cared for masterpiece.

- look after your building buddy. Try to rescue him whenever he felt into the water. You might need his help to create bigger
tower

- you can use either keyboard or game pad

- collect achievements along the way

- you can choose your character from six different types just to differentiate each other during playing

- define your own method of building, experiment and get better and faster. The faster you get, the more points you receive
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nice game, but it need some things like Leaderboard and its will be better if we can change the colors :D plz. Random result
generator. Click 3 times to get a result!

Least optimized cookie clicker i ever played.. loving it but need more content. Pros:Great game

Cons:
too short
not enough choices
not worth the money
. Play it, you'll be hooked in 10 minutes!
Sharp controls, classic but creative levels, incredible graphics! (big thumbs up for graphics!) and some pretty rocking music.
What more would you need?
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Nice port by xseed. My only complaint for this, is you can only play this while you're online....The game doesn't work while
offline......Please fix this xseed, this maybe a minor problem, but I don't always have an internet connection. The game itselfs
works well though. I will change the review if it allows offline play.. A very nice sandbox open-world platformer with a nice
atmosphere. Very simple in gameplay, but quite fun. However, it's not a game to be played for hours, but rather a small little
game for an evening or two. Hence I do recommend it, but only on a sale.. This game is indeed, one of those Action/FPS games
you may have played, be it TF2 or CS:GO. Except this variation, unfortunately, is made more poorly in design.

The limited actions and motions would be a major cause for this reason. The player models in the game are not animated at all:
they’re literally moving statues whether you’re jumping or running. You cannot crouch either. The characters all have the
appearance similar to the Heavy from TF2 as well, with no real distinction between them other than team colour. There are no
customization features existent atm.

If that wasn’t insipid enough, know that the blood effects are confusing. When hit, your screen will have blood splatters around
the ridges, but for the player who is shooting you, they do not see any blood spill at all.

The sound effects and BGM was meh. Nothing special or memorable. I’m not sure if it’s even existent IG or in the lobby. For an
early access game, I would say it needs a lot of improvement if it wants to reach to be at least a decent Action/Shooter at this
age of video games.

I would not consider purchasing the game as it is now, or until the game is improved.. 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=842569945

THE GAME IS NOW IN FULL SCREEN!

I can imagine someone who isn't scared to move every 2 seconds is able to complete this portion of the game very quickly (not
in the hour it took us...).

We wern't aware that it was essentially early access, I think it should definitely specify that on the steam store page.

Aside from that, it was quite enjoyable to play, especially considering it's quite cheap. The horror is just jump scares, there's
nothing more to it than that to be honest and there's not many of them either. I'm definitely looking forward to playing more
though when more of it is released as I think it can be a promising game.

The volume of the characters voices definitely need increasing though as it was set to the max volume in the games settings but
it was still barely audible.

Also please add brightness options as the game is a little bit too dark, I know it's a horror game but I still think it's required as
some parts are impossible to see.. Pushcat is a great game!!
The game is very addicting!
It is a different kind of match 3 game because you have to plan your moves and use different strategies to win the games within
levels. You get coins after you match 3 or more gems but then you have to go back and collect the coins which is easier said
than done. You can play a game (cave) a few times and then realize what you need to do to beat it! There are 50 caves to beat,
they are all different, some have a few gems some have hundreds of gems.
There is no time limit and you can replay the cave till you win it!
It's a great puzzle solving game along with a match 3 game!

I love it!
I recommend this game!
I'd buy it again
:-)
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